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Percentage of Youth Who Received Subsequent Order
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Intervention

Individual's risk to reoffend and corresponding threat to Public Safety

Assessment

Risk Need Profile  Offence Pattern  Responsivity

Risk Management and Risk Reduction/Rehabilitation

Conditions/Instructions  Relapse Prevention Plan  Reporting and Supervision  Activities/Interventions  Support Person(s)

Outcome

Management and reduction of risk to re-offend and corresponding advancement of Public Safety
Appropriateness in Community Safety Planning decreases re-offending by 30% for high risk young offenders

Completeness of Case Plans and Recidivism

42% reduction in recidivism for Very High Risk offenders
Summary

• Quality Community Safety Planning process reduces recidivism for High and Very High Risk Young Offenders
On-Unit Programming: Risk reduction activities within Young Offender Custody Case Management
Core C2C Interactive Journals®

- Antisocial Values
- Criminal Thinking
- Criminal Peers

- Low Self-Control
- Substance Abuse
- Dysfunctional Family Ties
Offender Overall Evaluations

Most offenders (75%-80%) thought that:

- they were able to understand things as they were explained to them
- they got useful feedback on their work
- their thinking was challenged in some ways
- they used what they learned in their daily lives (in school, on the unit, etc.)
- that they had enough time with their case manager to share opinions, practice new skills, and ask questions
Misconducts: Youth Custody Facility C2C Units

46% reduction in misconducts

Frequency of Misconducts

Time Period Relative to C2C Benchmark